Naval trades

Job offer

Project Engineer M/F
Boulogne-sur-mer (62) FRANCE
Perma,ent contract
Full time

SOCARENAM, a leading shipbuilding and repair yard in France, provides complete project
management for all types of civil and military vessels up to 100 meters in length. 250
employees actively participate in the growth of the company and guarantee the reactivity
and flexibility necessary for the management of large-scale programs.
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MISSIONS
SOCARENAM is looking for a Project Engineer M/F who will be in charge of the follow-up and the technical management of
the design and the realization of ships. Reporting to the project manager, you will be responsible for the following missions
Plan, coordinate and manage the progress of the studies by ensuring a general follow-up of the scope during the design
phase;
Ensure the link between the different actors involved in the project (naval architect, design office, suppliers, etc.)
Control the plans and documents produced by the different actors, ensuring their consistency with the standards of the
Shipyard;
Ensure the follow-up of the estimate of the masses;
Ensure the follow-up of the regulatory approval of the plans;
Define and control the technical specifications of the various suppliers of materials and equipment;
Participate in the meetings and exchanges of definition of the ship with the customer;
Participate in the realization of definition plans with the shipyard preparers;
Realization, in connection with the design office, of detailed studies including detail drawings, fluid circuit diagrams,
integration and coordination studies;
Contribute to the realization of the design (through technical choices and taking into account the methods and tools of
realization) in the respect of the costs and the deadlines.

PROFILE
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With a BAC+5 degree in engineering (ECN, ENSTA, or equivalent), you have basic knowledge of naval construction and
architecture.
You have a good experience in project management and planning.
You are able to read and produce 2D plans (AUTOCAD).
Fluency in English is required.
Methodical and rigorous, you will be able to make proposals and be autonomous in your work.
Your ability to listen and dialogue allows for effective communication within the project team.
Occasional travel is to be expected.

Please send your applications to: recrutement@socarenam.com (ref: 2022_0008)

